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Editorial
About a year ago, my Invisible Friends indicated:
•
•
•
•
•
•

That today many souls are longing for a Healing Center;
That a Healing Center is about people, not about a particular geographical place;
That people of like hearts are already a Healing Center;
That the most important factor about a Healing Center is the regularity of the meeting of like souls;
That if the meetings occur regularly, then in due time, a higher being incarnates in the collective body
and the cooperation between worlds starts in earnest, consciously……
That if the group is consistent- a place, a geographical place, that is, will be found.

I realized that in today’s age, as we are separated by geographical distance, we, like souls, are already keeping
in touch with each other via email and telephone, so all there is to be done is add “regularity” and we have a
forum for a Healing Center. Thus - the inspiration for this Newsletter.
You received this Newsletter because at one time or another we crossed E-paths. If you do not want to be part
of distribution please reply as such to this email. Otherwise – I’ll assume that you don’t mind receiving it.
On the other hand if you’d like to refer a friend for our developing mailing list or contribute- please submit
entries by mid month.
E mail entries to Abaraschi@aol.com or via regular mail addressed to: Anton Baraschi, 9 Farm Lane, Spring
Valley N.Y. 10977
Editor
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News and Links
John of God at Omega end of September 08
http://www.friendsofthecasa.org/CasaNews.htm
After a very successful (sold out) event last year, there is a repeat engagement. Last year the event sold out in 3
month. There is a tremendous need for real Spiritual engagement and this event touched the core belief of many
by its directness, intensity and truthfulness. John of God is the name given by the people to this simple Brazilian
farmer, a man of faith. It is a big name, and he caries it simply and graciously. He awakens by his presence the
pre birth feeling that we are all brothers and live in a sea of Love. That it only takes a little to rediscover what is
already in us. That God is a healing presence, felt when we allow it in our consciousness.
Grey’s Anatomy portrays Energy Healers
http://abc.go.com/primetime/greysanatomy/episode?pn=epguide
January 10 2008 episode- Lay Your Hands on Me- art is foreseeing the presence of hands on healing in
hospital settings. Remember that Star Trek had the cell phone flipper 20 years ahead of the actual gadget!
Energy therapy lovers will keep this one on file for future remembrance of how it was in the beginning.
Rosalyn Bruyere at Tai Sophia, Maryland
http://www.tai.edu/ProgramsForComm.aspx
Reverent Rosalyn Bruyere, one of the most tested clairvoyants of our time, brings her teaching field to the East
Coast, with a weekend seminar on a classic theme: Healing from the Ground Up
Tai Sophia hosts Rosalyn 3 times a year, in February, May and October.
I often muse if the State’s name- Maryland- is a coincidence or a synergy…..
Theo Kyrkostas organizes retreat at St Josephat in LI, NY
http://www.wellness24seven.org/;
http://www.windspiritteaching.com/
Theo organized many seminars for other presenters in the past. Now he is taking the plunge with teaching what
he knows well - Wellness, of course! He is teaming up with a real shaman of the desert, Lench Archuleta. I’m
hoping to have a contributor reporting on this since I cannot attend this seminar.
Chongtul Rinpoche offers Bon Teachings in Andover MA
http://www.bonshenling.org/
2 years ago I asked His Holiness Lungtok Tenpai Nyima if he will help me with a Healing Center, and he held
me by the elbow and said- “go to Chongtul, I am not coming here anymore”. Chongtul has formed a base in NJ
and he will be teaching regularly.
According to the web announcement this particular teaching: “Tse dup Yang bod is the special teaching from
7th century great master Lama Tse wang Rigzin one son of La Chen Drenpa Namkha.”
The description of this old teaching is that this is the foundation of what has become Reiki after various travels
and lost substance. The precious element is transmission. Chongtul is one of the few of the uninterrupted
lineages going back to its origin. I think it is precious. In our time of fast everything, here is the past, preserved
religiously, reaching out to us to bring us in the fold. This (unlike Coke) is the Real Thing.
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In Memoriam
Graciela Stasi
June 22, 1952 - January 5, 2008

For those who did not know of her, I met Graciela at Dean Witter in 1999. She was an Architectural Project
Manager and had this sideline into homeopathy and healing. We became friends when she started bringing me
books about Core Energetics, Orgone, Reichian Therapy, Auras, Shamanism and later John of God. She was
zany and passionate. She had studied with John Pierrakos for a few years. She had Argentinean “panache” and
was very enthusing. One day convinced me to go with her to a Russian speaking Brazilian dentist who had x ray
vision (Alex Kirzhner read every ailment and bone in my body). She knew every psychic on a 50 mile radius
by having gone to them.
Then in 2001 she took my picture to John of God to help with my asthma. …..Oh my God!
My life has not been the same ever since. She also took available pictures of 2500 or so people that died on
9/11, to the Entity/ John of God in Brazil, and reported that he cried while holding the stack of pictures.
She went on to becoming a medium and a daughter of the Casa de Dom Inacio- the healing center in Brazil,
where she took groups on a regular basis. Many people loved her enthusiasm and big heart. She was in fact a
big heart with a face that made you love her instantly.
She loved her husband Vincent with whom she is shown in the picture.She always said: my Vince- I loooove
him sooooo much. To her, he was to her an island of solid steadiness in a soul sea of anxiety, passion and
intensity. Graciela wanted to do so many things: To build a Mother Mary sanctuary on her land in Brazil, to
build a house, to write a book, to “do” art, to heal people, to practice chigong, to analyze and “move energy in
people. She would ask Mary, the Mother for everything and maintained a shrine for Her in her room.
Her body did not contain such an ebullient Spirit. She could not breathe in that much of everything. One day she
lost that breath and went on life support.
I could “see” the Entities were teaching her to become an entity herself. She transitioned in an Archetype like
setting. Surrounded by the people she loved in Brazil, surrounded by a minion of Entities, with her beloved
Vince by her bedside……There was a lot of Love and a sense of mission. ….Just like in the book “Messengers”
by Andre Luiz (ISBN 0-9649907-5-X; www.allan-kardec.org )
I see her intense eyes watching from the other side with purpose. Oh yes Graciela, death does not stop those
who have the Faith!

AB
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Feature Article
Re-membering Mary
(Medjugorje travel notes from Margaret O’Connor )

As we approach Medjugore along the spectacular Adriatic coast, voices are lifting in the same childhood
prayers, Hail Mary, Holy Mary. Boyish faces of old men look up in anticipatory devotion. How does Mary live
in their hearts I wonder, comfortable with the lilt of Irish accents pouring familiar words into my ears; ears that
have become accustomed to other cadences. I love the variety of sound in this world, all the different music
that life contains. And it is lovely to come back to the music of home. This pilgrimage is my return to Mary,
my effort to come home to her with a more discerning heart, to know her and hear her for the first time.
My pilgrimage started with my return to Ireland earlier in the year, returning home with a sense of having come
full circle; with a need to end something so that I can begin the rest of my life, fresh and clean. The voices of
the ancestors are easier to hear as I move between my two homelands. They are more distant when I am away
from Ireland and as soon as I set foot on that soil they begin again. Some of their stories are pure nourishment,
mother milk of earth and sea, wind and mist. Others have the dogmatic punitive cast of oppression, of the lifedenying historical mind. Underneath all is the breath of the Old Mother sending up her ancient wisdom for the
times we are in. These voices force me to recast the past within me with a “color-filled, light-filled, soundfilled imagination”. Only in this way will I truly re-member Mary. And so I continue my pilgrimage to where
she appears each day.
On top of Apparition Hill in the clear, light and song-filled Croatian morning, I see the figure of Mary in the
distance. This maidenly image is reaching arms toward the crowd as if to receive each of us. I find my way to
the front and standing before the statue I look up and she is looking back. For a moment her gaze is human,
filled with Divine knowing and I am in communion with her. I see Isis, Sophia, Inanna, Anu. I see Imaginative
Wisdom, the One who’s body is the Temple, the Cave, the Womb of Creation and who lives thus in all of us. I
see the light She bears in the face of the suffering of the human Soul. I see her beseeching request to bear the
death pangs of the old while we give birth to a New Earth in ourselves, each other and on the planet. This will
require a new imagination of who we are and what we hold.
On the way back to Ireland I visit the Black Madonna in the churches of Northern Spain and sit under her
piercing gaze as She holds the Light of the World on her lap. I realize that Mary lives if we make a place for
her in our souls through imagination. As we move out of the old separating mind and move into unified
existence, She is right here as close as a heart-beat pondering us in her heart. Returning to my birth-home in
Ireland, I am so grateful for the devotion I witnessed in my childhood and the obligations to attend mass and
keep vigil at the well. I witnessed the same devotion in Medugorje as soon as I opened my eyes in the morning
and the beautiful Croatian nun’s harmonizing song resounded in the hills to open each day. I realize that old
patterns of culture die hard. And we must let the worn-out past go in our own souls and in the soul of the world
to make room for and preserve the delicate life-giving patterns that are arising. Mary teaches us to be the womb
that carries the Logos, the Creating Word that is now here on earth. She teaches us to carry the Light that will
heal the darkness in each of us and in the soul of the world. No longer a hollow plaster image, She is a current,
alive and tangible and available in every moment to be remembered and lived through us. “Be it done unto me
according to Thy Word”.
***
Margaret O’Connor, originally of Cork, Ireland- is a psychologist in private practice in Shelburne Falls MA
Tel # (413)768-8609, email address mairead@westmass.com
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Healer of the Month
Alexandra Leclere

I met Alexandra at a Rosalyn Bruyere seminar a few years ago and again last year through a mutual friend who
recommended her warmly. Curious of her style I booked myself for a session. Very interesting session - she was
using shamanic techniques, journey work, past life regression, invocations to higher spirits, then started
channeling various Entities. Through mutual interests, later we became good friends.
I researched the internet and below- a compilation of her E persona.
Alexandra Leclere was the president of an international television production and multimedia firm for more
than 17 years before discovering her shamanic vocation. Alexandra is a clairvoyant, clairaudient, and
clairsentient energy healer with an international clientele. She sees clients in person at her office in Larchmond,
NY, where she also gives classes. When time does not permit a visit in person, Alexandra counsels clients via
telephone. She has a MA in Sociology from the University of Paris and speaks English, French and Russian.
Alexandra is certified as an Advanced Master Shapeshifter by the Dream Change Coalition. She has extensive
knowledge of Lakota rituals as taught to her by various Native American elders
Her amazing book of 224 pages” Seeing the Dead, Talking with Spirits: Shamanic Healing Through Contact
With the Spirit World” was published by Inner Traditions, Bear and Co (October 1, 2005) ISBN-10
1594770832 and is available through Amazon.
http://www.amazon.com/Seeing-Dead-Talking-Spirits-Shamanic/dp/1594770832
The book recounts one woman's discovery of her ability to heal through contact with spirits and reveals how
others can awaken this same gift in their own lives. It explains how reconnecting with our inner sense of joy is
the first step in healing; how to rid our life of the traumas from the past that hinder our spiritual development,
including unresolved traumas from past lives.
This book provides a roadmap that others can use for rediscovering their own connections to the spirit world.
Alexandra could be contacted by phone at 914 548-3450, email at aleclere2@aol.com and, her website is
http://www.seeingthedead.com/

AB
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Book Review
The Orb Project
Míċeál Ledwith & Klaus Heinemann
Atria Books/Beyond Words
ISBN: 1-58270-182-0
This is the book that inspired the DVD below. It has a few good pictures and a relatively systematic description
of the phenomena. The 2 authors have gone at lenth to try to be „scientific”. Their enthusiasm slips into
interpretation (can’t blame them). But a lot more research is needed before a semblance of a conclusion can be
had. Some facts are very stimulating. Orbs show up at public gatherings. Orbs appear to have personality. Orbs
are hard to capture on Video but easy to capture on digital photography with a flash.
This other book on orbs (from Amazon) Spirit Orb Phenomena, Fact or Fiction, by Anthony Kevin Sercombe
ISBN 1-4196-0292-6 is much more succinct and has a spectacular cover picture:
http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/1419602926/ref=sib_dp_pop_cr?ie=UTF8&p=S003#reader-link

DVD Review
Orbs-the veil is lifting
Beyond Distribution LLC, Tel 503 531-8700; 84 minutes, more information at this website:
http://www.orbprojectbook.com/
Spirit Photography is not a new thing. There is an extraordinarily well made book that was sold by the
Metropolitan Museum during an anthological photograph exhibit a couple of years ago(I love the name):
The Perfect Medium, Photography and the Occult, ISBN 0-300-11136-3
What this newly released DVD introduces is the particular easiness of capturing the phenomena with an
ordinary digital camera, a flash and the willigness to experiment with 150 to 200 frames at a seating.
Presentation excerpts from the back jacket:
“We may be living in the mist of other dimensions our eyes alone cannot perceive. New technological advances
are allowing us to confirm what many have believed- that there is more to our world than meets the eye.
“Orbs-the veil is lifting” shows how modern digital photography allows us to observe what has been with us all
along, a hidden world of light spheres known as orbs, shows viewers how to take successful orb photographs
with simple digital camera, bringing this phenomena to everyone. The veil between dimensions is thinning with
our increase in consciousness orbs offers real proof about what as previously only been speculated.”
This DVD could have been condensed to probably 15 minutes, without harm to content, but it’s a first of the
kind and that makes it a collector’s item.
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Announcements
This Newsletter is being emailed the 3rd week of the month
Deadline for submitting copy, material, announcements, contributions, is the 15th day of the month
E mail material to Abaraschi@aol.com mentioning Newsletter in the email title

Credits
Contributors this issue:
Pati Traub, WA; Alexandra LeClere, NY; Margaret O’Connor, MA; Jeanne Campion, NY; Anton Baraschi, NY
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